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The use of eective eld theory techniques in non-relativistic fermion-antifermion systems
has generated an encouraging record of successes. This framework has applications to de-
scribing the dynamics of the bound quarkonium state as well as to heavy quark production
and decay (for reviews see Ref. [1]). The formulation of a non-relativistic eld theory for
fermion-antifermion systems in QED and QCD has gone through several stages of develop-
ment. In Refs. [2, 3] a method was formulated for separating the short distance physics at
the scale m from the long distance physics at the non-relativistic momentum and energy
scales, mv and mv
2
. Subsequent work served to clarify the power counting in v, and the de-
scription of the low energy degrees of freedom. In particular the relevant low energy degrees
of freedom have been classied into potential (E  mv
2
, p  mv), soft (E  p  mv), and
ultrasoft (E  p  mv
2
).
It was realized in Ref. [4] that it is necessary to distinguish ultrasoft and soft contributions,
and in Ref. [5] that there was a problem with simultaneously power counting the ultrasoft
and potential terms in the original NRQCD action. In fact, the ultrasoft gluons destroy
the power counting in v unless their Lagrangian is multipole expanded [4, 6]. This can
be formulated in an elegant way by introducing more than one type of gluon eld in the
action [7]. Ref. [8] made the observation that since potential gluons do not propagate they
can just as well be integrated out of the theory. In Ref. [9] it was pointed out that in
certain situations the matching coeÆcients can be eÆciently computed from what is now
known as the hard region of a diagram. This idea was formalized for other momentum
regions and more general situations with the advent of the threshold expansion [10], which
also emphasized the importance of soft momenta. Finally, the relevance of soft gluons for
correctly running 
s
in the low energy theory was realized in Ref. [11].
In Refs. [8, 12, 13] the authors went further to suggest that a string of eective theories
could be dened by exploiting the hierarchy m  mv  mv
2
. We will refer to the theory
for scales mv <  < m as mNRQCD , and for scales  < mv as pNRQCD [8].
1
A
correct separation of the mv and mv
2
scales is important since we would like to be condent





 mv. The mNRQCD{pNRQCD setup appears to rely on being able to treat the
energy and momentum scales of the non-relativistic quarks and their corresponding cuto
scales as independent. For static heavy quarks this is the case because the dynamics does
not correlate the quark separation r  1=(mv) with energy uctuations E  mv.
In Ref. [14] it was pointed out that for dynamic heavy quarks the non-relativistic disper-
sion relation E = p
2
=(2m) couples the energy and momentum scales. The authors therefore
proposed matching directly at the scale  = m onto a potential-like theory with both soft
and ultrasoft degrees of freedom (referred to as vNRQCD). For scales  < m the correlation












. The running in the dimensionless velocity parameter from
 = 1 to  ' v
0
of order the velocity of the two particle state, sums logs of both the mo-
menta and the energy at the same time, and is referred to as the \velocity Renormalization







plying operators in the renormalized eective Lagrangian are uniquely determined from the
1
Note that we do not use the term NRQCD to refer to a theory for  > mv. We reserve NRQCD as a




t bound state eects.
2
v power counting in d dimensions [16]. This point is also discussed in Sect. II.
With the vRGE, the running of potentials and currents was worked out in Refs. [14,
15, 17, 18] and applied to t

t production near threshold in Refs. [19, 20]. The running
of the static potential due to ultrasoft eects in the mNRQCD{pNRQCD formalism was
computed in Ref. [21]. In Ref. [22] it was shown that the vRGE could be used to predict














shift was predicted. In Ref. [23] it was shown that the correlation of energy and momentum
scales is necessary to compute QED corrections involving ln
k
 with k  2. More recently,
the running of operators in the mNRQCD{pNRQCD framework were computed [24], and
the original formalism was modied in Ref. [25] to include the correlation of potential and
ultrasoft cutos.





. We rst point out a new set of soft operators which has zero tree-
level matching, but is induced by mixing from ultrasoft renormalization of soft time-ordered
products. These operators vanish for QED bound states such as Hydrogen or positronium.
However they aect the leading logarithmic running of the two spin-independent 1=m
2
QCD
potentials as discussed in Sec. V, and were not included in Ref. [15]. We also compare our
results to those in Ref. [24] where analogous operators were included. In Ref. [24] two results
were reported, one for scalesmv <  < m (mNRQCD ) and one for  < mv (pNRQCD). For
the 1=m
2
potentials we disagree with the mNRQCD results because we nd that for dynamic
quarks there is no corresponding momentum region we can identify since the renormalization
from ultrasoft gluons is always present. For the pNRQCD results we nd agreement, however
only if we force the mNRQCD{pNRQCD matching scale and the pNRQCD energy cutos





muonic-Hydrogen with additional massless fermions [26].
Second, we formulate a procedure for correctly subtracting ultrasoft divergences in di-
agrams containing both ultrasoft and potential loops. Our results for the running of the
1=(mjkj) and 1=k
2
QCD potentials dier from Refs. [17, 18, 21, 24], essentially because




which must be renormalized.
For matrix elements which do not involve additional divergences, the sum of these operators
reduce to eective 1=(mjkj) and 1=k
2
potentials. For these eective potentials we agree with
the  < mv pNRQCD results of Ref. [24] (again only if we demand that there is always a
correlation between the mNRQCD{pNRQCD matching scale and energy cutos). However,
our results also apply to matrix elements with additional divergences such as corrections to
the Q

Q current correlators G(0; 0), where eective 1=(mjkj) and 1=k
2
potentials do not suf-




normalization of the t






for dynamic quarks. They imply that NRQCD in this situation may
be more non-perturbative than sometimes assumed.
In Sec. II we review some of the formalism that we will need. We outline the issues
associated with the ultrasoft renormalization of operators in Sect. III as well as our solutions.
This is applied to muonic Hydrogen in Sec. IV, the 1=m
2
QCD potentials in Sec.V, and the
eect on the 1=(mjkj) and 1=k
2
QCD potentials is taken up in Sec.VI. We discuss the





. In Sec. VIII we discuss results for the production current correlators and give










We begin be reviewing some aspects of the NRQCD formalism used here. As a way of
motivation it is useful to recall that a properly constructed eective theory should satisfy
the following requirements:
1. reproduce the IR divergences of the full theory in its entire region of validity,
2. have a well dened power counting (in v for our case),
3. have no large logs in matching calculations,
4. start with a regulator independent Lagrangian.
The rst property ensures that we have included the correct degrees of freedom. The need
for the second property is obvious. The third property follows from the rst, and the
matching will be independent of the IR regulator as long as the same choice is made in
the full and eective theories. The fourth property is necessary so that physical predictions
are independent of the method used to regulate ultraviolet divergences. In practice we
choose dimensional regularization which makes it easy to preserve the symmetries and power
counting. For this case the fourth constraint dictates that the action is independent of d
when expressed in terms of bare quantities.
The physical system we wish to describe is that of a heavy fermion and antifermion with
mass m, and energies E  mv
2
, and momenta p  mv in the c.m. system where v 1. The

















), potential gluons (A

p







). Here, ultrasoft gluons are the gauge partners of momenta mv
2
, while
soft gluons are the partners of momenta  mv. It is essential that we include both soft and
ultrasoft gluons for all scales less than m. Evaluating a generic QCD scattering amplitude








where E denotes the c.m. energy,p a quark momentum, and k the momentum transfer. Both





both types of logarithm are needed for all scales below m since both ultrasoft and soft
running feed into anomalous dimensions induced by potential loops such as the production
current [14] and two-loop renormalization of 1=m
2
operators in QED [22]. Simultaneously
including soft and ultrasoft gluons is also in agreement with the threshold expansion [10]
where both soft and ultrasoft regions of energy and momenta are included in calculations in
a separated form at scales  ' m. When these degrees of freedom are not treated separately,
such as in the mNRQCD-pNRQCD approach for mv <  < m, the v power counting breaks
down, and a 1=m expansion with static quarks is used [24]. However, it is argued that a
power counting for dynamic quarks exists in pNRQCD for scales  < mv [24].
4
To distinguish themv and mv
2
scales we made use of a phase redenition for the potential

















(x). Since here we will only be




) we simplify the list
of degrees of freedom by integrating out potential gluon exchange and soft heavy fermions at
the scale m following Ref. [14]. This choice may not be unique, but does allow us to satisfy
our eective theory criteria. For instance, in Ref. [16] it was shown that vNRQCD correctly
reproduces all the infrared logs in QCD for four-quark Greens functions at one loop in its
entire region of validity.
The eective vNRQCD Lagrangian can be separated into ultrasoft, soft, and potential






. The presence of two types of gluons immediately brings up
the issue of double counting. To avoid double counting the eective theory is constructed
such that the ultrasoft gluons reproduce only the physical gluon poles where k
0
 k  mv
2
,
while soft gluons give only those with k
0
 k  mv. The scales for the gluon momenta are
inuenced by the quark propagators, so the quark-gluon interactions must be constructed
in such a way that we will not upset this scaling. In L
u
this is achieved by the multipole
expansion of interactions [4, 6], which ensures that ultrasoft gluon momenta are always much









































is the ultrasoft eld strength. In dimensional regularization the covariant deriva-





















) is the renormalized
ultrasoft QCD coupling. Note that the covariant derivative only contains the ultrasoft gluon
eld and that the ultrasoft Lagrangian has the form of the multipole-expanded HQET La-
grangian. For convenience we suppress (throughout this paper) the renormalizationZ factors






























































































































= m) is the soft QCD
















by integrating out soft heavy quarks and potential gluons. Their explicit form can be found



































































are functions involving bare Wilson coeÆcients. In the rst term
spin and color indices on V and the fermion elds have been suppressed. Matching pertur-













































































































































where k = p
0
 p. The factors V
j







is xed by reparameterization invariance [5] as shown in Ref. [17]. Some further
operators are required to renormalize L
s;p
and will be discussed later on.








are uniquely determined by
mass dimension and v power counting in d = 4   2 dimensions [16]. A scaling with v
is assigned to the eective theory elds so that in the action their kinetic terms are order
v
0





























so that this gluon term
also scales as mv
2
. For the potential fermion terms in L
s
displayed in Eq. (4) the soft and
potential elds give a (mv)
5 4
and the complete measure gives (mv)
 4+2






is therefore required to cancel the v
 2
from the measure and elds. For the
four-quark operator in L
p
the quark elds give (mv)
6 4





















for any other operator can also be determined in this way.
The power counting of an arbitrary diagram is determined entirely by the powers of v






are already determined, we can
work in d = 4 dimensions. In general a graph is order  v
Æ
with [14]







+ (k   5)V
(p)
k













count the number of insertions of an operator scaling as v
k
. The factors V
(u)
k
are for purely ultrasoft operators, V
(p)
k








are for operators with at least one soft eld. In this paper we will refer to
the order in v of diagrams and operators as their value of
Æ
0
= Æ   5 ; (8)
since this quantity is essentially additive with multiple insertions of operators [22]. For
instance, using the value of Æ
0














. With this counting the Coulomb potential scales as
6
(a) (b)
FIG. 1: Examples of mixed soft-ultrasoft graphs with A
0
ultrasoft gluons which could renormalize
L
s
in Feynman gauge. The zigzag lines denote soft gluons, quarks, or ghosts.
v
 1




potentials are order v
1
. For later use we
also dene
 = k   4 (9)
as the order in v for which a soft operator contributes to the power counting formula in
Eq. (7).
III. ULTRASOFT RENORMALIZATION OF OPERATORS
Since the eective theory simultaneously involves soft and ultrasoft gluons the question
naturally arises in what manner the two types of gluons renormalize operators. As far as
renormalization of L
u
is concerned the ultrasoft renormalization is equivalent to that in
HQET. This is because after the equation of motion E = p
2
=(2m) is applied, the quark













Here (E, p) are the energy and momentumof the external quark line. Thus, the renormalized
L
u
is exactly of the form of the multipole-expanded renormalized HQET Lagrangian.




is more subtle. The
basic complication is that one must account for the fact that ultrasoft gluons renormalize
operators which are non-local with respect to the mv scale (but are local relative to mv
2
).





by ultrasoft gluons leads to gauge dependent Wilson coeÆcients as observed in
Ref. [17]. To see this consider the graphs in Fig. 1 which involve ultrasoft A
0
gluons. In
Coulomb gauge these graphs are identically zero. In Feynman gauge the sum of Fig. 1a
and the quark wavefunction renormalization give a C
A
= term which could contribute to





. Non-Abelian graphs such as the one in Fig. 1b do not





+2k  q+ k
2




of the soft gluon to
zero without violating the power counting and risking a double counting. Keeping q
2
6= 0,
Fig. 1b evaluates to zero and it is not surprising that the total result is gauge dependent
since part of the calculation was done oshell. This issue can be avoided by only considering
the ultrasoft renormalization of operators which can contribute as soft color singlets [17],







: : : ). These products appear local as far as the ultrasoft gluon is concerned, and
it is only these products which aect observables. Having ultrasoft renormalization only for
7
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2: The zigzag lines denote soft gluons, quarks, or ghosts. Graphs (a) and (b) are examples
of mixed soft-ultrasoft graphs, while (c) denotes an operator for soft Compton scattering o a
potential.
these operators also avoids the predicament of having both ultrasoft and soft gluons in the
single heavy quark sector. Thus, we do not consider ultrasoft renormalization of a single L
s
term.
However this does not imply that the rst ultrasoft renormalization of a graph involving
soft vertices are for two loops graphs like the one in Fig. 2a. The reason is that we must
rst consider the case where only one pair of soft gluon elds in the time-ordered product
are contracted. So at one-loop we must consider the renormalization of graphs such as the
one shown in Fig. 2b. The ultraviolet divergences in these graphs need to be canceled by
counterterms for the 6-eld operators, O
()
2i
shown in Fig. 2c. For quarks, gluons, and ghosts












































































































where color indices are suppressed and the factor of 
4
S
is determined by the procedure in
Sect. II. Here the  
i





. This soft momentum dependence is identical to that in the graph on the LHS of




= 0). The superscript
  0 has been used in Eq. (9) and denotes the order in v for which these soft operators
contribute to the power counting in Eq. (7). For our purposes the  = 0; 2 operators will be
suÆcient. The operators in Eq. (11) also have Wilson coeÆcients C
()
2i
(). The tricky thing
about the operators O
()
2i








At  = 1 the full theory graph on the left is exactly canceled by the time ordered product of
soft vertices. Therefore, we get zero for the Wilson coeÆcient of the operator on the right.
However, the ultrasoft loop graph in Fig. 2b gives O
(2)
2i
a non-zero anomalous dimension
so that for  < 1 the coeÆcient evolves and C
(2)
2i
( < 1) 6= 0. The same counterterm is










in Eq. (6), and were not
included in Ref. [15]. This occurs through an ultraviolet divergence in the graph in Fig. 5c
which needs to be canceled by V
2;r
counterterms. In Secs. IV and V we will give two examples
of the implications of the operators in Eq. (11).
Let us now discuss the ultrasoft renormalization for two-body interactions generated by
L
p
. In general in graphs with two heavy quarks the equations of motion do not make the
8
| =
FIG. 3: Example of the matching calculation for O
()
2'
. Here the zig-zag lines denote soft massless
fermions. At the high scale ( = 1) the graphs on the left exactly cancel so the coeÆcient of the
operator on the right is zero.
(c) (d)
FIG. 4: Example of renormalization of two-body potential graphs by an ultrasoft gluon. The
ultrasoft couplings are the order v
0
term from Eq. (5) and the order v
1
term p A in Eq. (3).
propagators static. For example, in the order v
0
two-loop graph in Fig. 4a the ultrasoft loop
momentum `






















where q = (q
0
;q) is the potential loop momentum. The multipole expansion has resulted in
factors of the three-momentum ` being dropped, however the remaining propagator is not









` integrals have been performed, but before the sum over indices q is carried out.
In Refs. [17, 18] the subtraction of the ultrasoft UV divergences was made after carrying
out the sum over q. Instead, the corresponding operators used to subtract the divergences



























































































are functions of p;p
0
and q that will be given in Sec.VI. These operators are
denoted graphically by the diagram in Fig. 4b, since they are essentially like the product
of two potentials summed over the intermediate 3-momentum q. A similar set of operators





. To evaluate matrix
9
elements of these operators using dimensional regularization we combine the sums with the








Unlike the sums over labels on the elds, the free sum over q scales as v
 2
, and contributes




At the level of Fig. 4a it still appears ambiguous whether the sum over q in Eq. (13)
needs to be carried out. The key point is that the original ultrasoft divergent loop in Fig. 4a
acts like a one-loop subdivergence, despite the fact that it shows up at the level of the two
loop graph. Therefore, it renormalizes each term in the sum of the operators in Eq. (13),
rather than a potential V (p;p
0
) with the sum over q already carried out.
This renormalization prescription can be illustrated by considering a graph with an ad-
ditional ultrasoft fermion bubble as in Fig. 4c. To renormalize Fig. 4c we require both the
1= counterterm for the fermion bubble as in Fig. 4d, and a 1=
2
counterterm from Fig. 4e.
which has an identical momentum structure to the operators in Fig. 4b. In dimensional reg-


















































canceled by the counterterm contributions. If we only needed counterterms to be added

















































+ : : : ; (16)
should only contain an overall analytic divergence. However, Eq. (16) has a non-analytic
divergence. We note that as for the operators O
()
2i





vanish at the hard scale, i.e. V
ki
( = 1) = 0. However, divergences from
graphs such as those in Fig. 4 lead to a non-zero anomalous dimension so that V
ki
( < 1) 6= 0.
Furthermore we emphasize that the renormalization of these operators is not equivalent to
the renormalization of the QCD 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials or to the renormalization of 1=r
or 1=r
2
potentials. This will be discussed further in Sec. VI.
IV. MUONIC-HYDROGEN WITH MASSLESS ELECTRONS
Our rst example is a simplied toy model for muonic-Hydrogen with proton mass m
p
!
1, muon mass m xed, and n
f
massless \electrons". In this theory the running of the
coupling is simplied because there are no gauge boson self interactions. Furthermore at
the order we are working the soft graphs simply involve massless leptons. This model was
proposed in Refs. [24, 27] as a test of the anomalous dimensions of the 1=m
2
operators (see







 energy levels in this toy model and is therefore in agreement with
the QED limit of Pachuki's results in Ref. [28].
10







) ! ( 1), (1 









. For the soft spin-independent vertices with m
p













) from Ref. [15]. Here c
D
() is the QED limit of the
gauge invariant Darwin coeÆcient computed in Ref. [29],
c
D




































































+ k  )
k
2






  k  )
k
2












= 1 ;  
(0)
';
=  1 ; (19)
and k = p
0
 p. From tree level matching we have C
(0)
2'
(1) = 0. Furthermore, since ultrasoft
photons bring an extra v
2

























(1) = 0, but it gets a non-trivial anomalous dimension from the UV divergences in
the ultrasoft graph in Fig. 2b plus wavefunction counterterms,



















































We see that the result would vanish if the two couplings were evaluated at the same scale.
The result in Eq. (22) is canceled by a counterterm for C
(2)
2'























FIG. 5: a) ultrasoft gluon graphs with p A vertices (with wavefunction renormalization on the












The zig-zag lines here denote massless soft fermions.
There is another possible contribution to the anomalous dimension in Eq. (23) coming from
the soft coupling renormalization graphs for the operator O
(2)
2'
, however these are exactly
canceled by the charge counterterm contribution associated to the factor e
4
in Eq. (18).
Similarly, an UV divergence in the analogue of Fig. 2b having only soft gluons is exactly
canceled by a counterterm associated to the Z
(2)
0
term in the soft Lagrangian. Solving
Eq. (23) with the boundary condition C
(2)
2'




























The anomalous dimension for V
2
























































Solving this equation with the boundary condition V
2










) (m) : (27)
The result diers from the coeÆcient of the four quark operator in Ref. [26] in mNRQCD
















but only if we correlate the mNRQCD{pNRQCD matching scale 1=r with the pNRQCD
renormalization scale 
us




and 1=r = m. We also






 energy levels for this toy model. In Ref. [26]
a dierent expression for V
2
() was inferred for the vNRQCD approach, however this is
because the contribution from the graph in Fig. 5c was missing.
12
V. QCD RESULTS FOR 1=m
2
POTENTIALS
Our second example of the eect of the operators in Eq. (11) is non-relativistic QCD
for equal mass heavy fermions. In this case the soft degrees of freedom include soft gluons,









can be written in a compact form







from Ref. [15], as summarized in Appendix
A. Closing the respective two soft (gluon, quark and ghost) lines one obtains for the one-
loop four quark matrix element a structure that is identical to the one-loop time-ordered







[up to non-trivial Wilson coeÆcients which













































Just as in the matching calculation for the QED toy model the momentum structure of




(1) = 0. Similarly, since ultrasoft gluons bring an extra factor v
2
there is again no
anomalous dimension induced for the operators O
(0)
2i
and we have C
(0)
2i
() = 0 identically.
For  = 2 it is necessary to keep the dierent color structures between the heavy fermions,
so in general we have to consider two types of operators, O
(2);(T )
2i


































operators are dened by Eq. (32) with O
(0);(1;T )
2i
dened in Appendix A. For our purposes it







are dened with this convention. This is suÆcient because
for the renormalization of the potentials all external soft lines are contracted. From tree







(1) = 0, but as in the QED case they have a non-vanishing anomalous






Fig. 2b. Now since we are dealing with equal mass fermions, the p A ultrasoft gluons can
attach to any of the heavy fermion lines. Including the permutations of possible ultrasoft
attachments we nd






















































































































































vanish at the matching scale  = 1. Adding to
Eq. (30) the soft divergences induced by the pull-up mechanism one arrives at the following





























































































Note that as in the QED case there are additional possible contributions to the anomalous
dimensions of the operators O
(2);(1;T )
2i
which are, however, exactly canceled by pre-existing
counterterms. This includes for example the purely soft diagram analogous to Fig. 2b, and
the soft coupling renormalization graphs. The divergences of the soft diagrams are canceled








and the divergences of the soft coupling graphs by the








(). The graphs required for this computation are shown in Fig. 6. The graphs
in Fig. 6a and 6b were computed in Ref. [15], however the contributions from the graph
in Fig. 6c which are proportional to the coeÆcients C
(2)
2i
were not included. Adding the
















































































































































FIG. 6: a) ultrasoft gluon graphs with p A vertices on all permutations of the four fermion lines,














vertices such that  + 
0
= 2, c) soft graph involving









































































































































































(m) z ln(w) :



























































































































(m) z ln(w) :
The results in Eqs. (38) and (39) are valid for all values of  between 1 and a v
0
of order
the physical velocity of the quarks. This accounts for energy scales between m and mv
2
and momentum scales between m and mv, so our results apply to this entire region. Our









Ref. [24] for mv <  < m (mNRQCD ). This is because in Ref. [24] ultrasoft gluons are not
included in the results for  > mv. To translate the results in Ref. [24] for scales  < mv we
15
a) b) c)
























), and we again enforced a correlation




, and the mNRQCD{
pNRQCD matching scale 1=r = m. With these restrictions our results in Eq. (39) agree
with Ref. [24] for the case  < mv.
Note that there are also constraints on the relation between the cuto for the momentum
p of the quarks and the cuto for the momentum transfers k = p
0





 hyperne splitting for positronium [30], requires that the cutos for these
scales are correlated, since the calculation depends on simultaneously integrating anomalous
dimensions that arise from soft and potential loops [22].
The remaining coeÆcients of the 1=m
2
potentials are spin-dependent and not aected by








































































results for the coeÆcients in Eq. (40) were conrmed in Ref. [24].











there are three diagrams which have ultrasoft gluons (shown in Figs. 7a,b,c)
whose divergences are not canceled by counterterms from V
2;r
[17]. As pointed out in
Sec. III these diagrams should be renormalized by operators that do not have the sum over
intermediate potential quark 3-momenta q carried out, as pictured in Fig. 7d. Evaluating







































































































, respectively. The 

S
factors in Eq. (41) are determined as in
16

























































would reduce to 1=jkj potentials. However, in general it is the operators
in Eq. (41) which are the fundamental quantities as discussed in Sec. III. The counterterms
required to cancel the divergences in the two-body ultrasoft graphs in Fig. 7a,b,c plus the

























































ultrasoft graphs. At this order there are two diagrams
(shown in Figs. 8a,b) with ultrasoft gluons which contain divergences that are not canceled
by counterterms from V
2;r;k1;k2
[18]. A part of the UV divergences in Fig. 8b is canceled by
a ÆV
k1;k2
counterterm graph involving the function f
2
as shown in Fig. 8c. Similar to the
graphs in Fig. 7 the remaining divergences are subtracted by operators with sums over q;q
0


























































































































are the corresponding Wilson coeÆcients that appear in the resulting







































































The counterterms needed to cancel the ultrasoft divergences in Figs. 8a,b,c plus the soft




























































































FIG. 8: Graphs for the renormalization of the operator which leads to the 1=k
2
potential.





































































































Note that possible soft graphs which could contribute to these anomalous dimensions are
exactly canceled by V
(T )
c















































































where w is given in Eq. (35). These are our nal results for the Wilson coeÆcients of the









(where coeÆcients for color structures not shown in Eqs. (41)
and (44) such as V
(T )
k1
are zero at this order).
With the operators in Eqs. (41) and (44) all divergences in the usoft diagrams in
Figs. 7a,b,c and 8a,b,c are canceled completely. Therefore, the corresponding contribu-
tions in the anomalous dimensions for the potential coeÆcients V
(1;T )
k;c
in Eq. (6) obtained




are from purely soft diagrams and are associated with the known running of the
strong coupling 
s




































































are the coeÆcients of the QCD beta function (in the MS scheme for 
2
). With



































(m) is the QCD coupling with 3-loop running.




, are not directly related
to the potentials 1=jkj and 1=k
2
in Eq. (6). The reason is that the sums over q;q
0
must
be regulated in the same way as sums over p;p
0
. This has important implications for the
cancelation of subdivergences as discussed in Sec. III and therefore also aects renormalized
matrix elements as we will discuss further in the next two sections. However, if we take
nite matrix elements of the 1=jkj and 1=k
2





































The result for the nite matrix element is then equivalent to the matrix element of eective
1=jkj and 1=k
2







































































































(m) ln(w) : (52)
We emphasize that these eective coeÆcients can only be used for nite matrix elements, and





operators and the 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials. The results for these eective
coeÆcients agree with the results for the coeÆcients of the 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials in





, and 1=r = m as mentioned previously in Sec.V. Again, our results do not
agree with Refs. [21, 24] for scales mv <  < m (mNRQCD). Furthermore, except for nite
matrix elements, our results disagree with Refs. [17, 18, 21, 24] since we have found that the











rather than just the 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials. In general these operators
contribute in a dierent way for matrix elements with divergences.
VII. RESULTS FOR THE PRODUCTION CURRENT
The leading order production currents in the eective theory are of order v
3
and produce


































() are the corresponding Wilson coeÆcients. The elds are evaluated at




(1) were rst considered in
Refs. [32, 33], and are scheme dependent. With the potentials used here the matching onto
c
1
(1) is known in the MS scheme at two-loop order [19, 20]. This matching condition is not
aected by our new soft operators O
(2)
2i
or the potential operators O
ki;ci
since their Wilson
coeÆcients vanish identically at the hard scale.
19







The currents in Eq. (53) receive a non-trivial NLL anomalous dimension from graphs





which were computed in Ref. [14]. However, this anomalous dimension
is aected by our O
ki
operators which were not included there. The additional contribution

























































= 2 for this spin-triplet coeÆcient. The anomalous dimension for the spin singlet
coeÆcient c
0
is identical to 
c
1
(), but with S
2




(m) is the contribution from Fig. 9. However, it is easy to see from








































To see how this comes about note that the counterterms for the graph involving the 1=jkj










































However, the factor of two dierence is made up for by the fact that there is an additional































and (41), respectively. In the next section we will consider an example where the V
k1;k2
coeÆcients do not come in the linear combination in V
k;e
.
























































































































= 2. The modications to the running potentials appearing in Eq. (54) cause the







































































































For the solution for c
0
() one should substitute S
2
= 0 in the a
i
coeÆcients.
It is important to note that the anomalous dimension 
c
1
() in Eqs. (54,55) arises from
divergences in potential loop diagrams which must be computed with a dynamic fermion
propagator i=[E   p
2
=(2m)] [14]. In Ref. [17] it was shown that this anomalous dimension







terms in the wavefunction at the origin rst computed
in Ref. [34].
2
For this to be the case it was necessary to include both soft and ultrasoft
contributions to the running potentials on the right hand side of Eq. (54). As the scale for
this anomalous dimension travels from m to mv it was necessary to simultaneously have
the soft loop contributions vary from m to mv at the same rate, and have the ultrasoft
loops vary from m to mv
2






=m is required for a consistent subtraction of subdivergences coming
from ultrasoft and potential divergences in three-loop vertex diagrams that contribute to the
NNLL anomalous dimension of the production currents. This shows that ultrasoft gluons
are needed starting at the scale m. It also shows that it is necessary to simultaneously have
divergent loops with ultrasoft, soft and potential momentum in the theory.
We believe that for dynamic quarks these facts are diÆcult to reconcile from the point of
view of the mNRQCD{pNRQCD formalism. The existence of mNRQCD{pNRQCD seems
to depend crucially on there being a non-trivial stage of matching that occurs at a scale
 ' mv ' 1=r where soft gluons are integrated out, while the above results seem to indicate
that such an intermediate matching scale does not exist in general. This does not mean that
results obtained with the mNRQCD{pNRQCD formalism are necessarily wrong for dynamic
quarks, but seems to imply that they may require some reinterpretation.
In Ref. [25] a procedure was developed which reproduces the anomalous dimension in
Eq. (55) in the framework of the mNRQCD{pNRQCD formalism. In our opinion, the
procedure suggested in Ref. [25] contradicts some features of mNRQCD{pNRQCD upon
which other results seem to rely. In particular, in Ref. [25] it was proposed to a) demand
a correlation between the energy and momentum scales but only for the c
1
computation,
b) transport the 1=r matching scale back up to m by hand so that ultrasoft gluons exist
for all scales  < m, and c) allow couplings associated with soft loops to become unfrozen
and run down again from m. With this construction the potentials used in Ref. [25] on the
RHS of Eq. (55) agree with ours, so the solution in Eq. (54) agrees with the one in Ref. [25]
2
This result is not changed by our results here since the coeÆcient of the rst log in the resummed V
(s)
j
coeÆcients is the same as in Ref. [17] and
R










appeared in Eq. (55), and that the corresponding contributions in Ref. [25] were treated in
the same way as they are predicted to be treated by vNRQCD. We agree with Ref. [25] that
static quarks can be used to simplify certain calculations, in particular those with soft loops.
However, our conclusion is then that mNRQCD does not exist by itself as a physical theory
that can be used to make predictions with dynamic quarks.
Our results for the running of c
1
() and the V
(s)
j
() have implications for the case where

QCD






and consider decreasing  from
 = 1. As the cuto on momentum transfers and quark momenta, m, gets close to mv,
the 
U




) couplings is approaching the scale 
QCD
. Since ultrasoft
gluons renormalize the potentials these eects are tied together as soon as ultrasoft gluons
rst start to renormalize operators. Thus, as m gets close to mv, a scale aecting the
coeÆcients V
j




Considering one ultrasoft gluon the
aected potentials include the spin-independent 1=m
2
potentials, and eective 1=jkj and
1=k
2




operators). Furthermore, due to the
correlation between E and p
2
=(2m) for the heavy quarks, non-perturbative eects at the





we can become sensitive to non-perturbative scales through the potentials
even for cutos near the momentum transfer mv 
QCD
. This seems quite problematic for
perturbatively matching onto the potentials at a scale  = mv for dynamic quarks. However,
this does not aect the matching for static quarks as done with the mNRQCD{pNRQCD
formalism in Ref. [13]. For b





, this might also
imply that non-perturbative eects have a larger inuence than one usually infers.
VIII. TOP PRODUCTION AT THRESHOLD AND QUARKONIUM ENERGIES
















cross section that were given in Refs. [19, 20] and the NNLL quarkonium energies given
in Ref. [18]. Except for the handling of the O
ki
and 1=jkj potentials discussed below, the













given in Eq. (52).








, and the production current, c
1
, aect the results only trivially through the modied
running of the coeÆcients. They do not lead to any change in the analytic form of the NLL
and NNLL corrections to the current correlator A
1
. For the corrections caused by the v
 1
(Coulomb) potential and the operators O
ci
it is suÆcient to consider the eective Coulomb
potential coeÆcient in Eq. (52) because the corresponding matrix elements do not lead to
UV divergences which aect the cross section. Thus, in the results presented in Ref. [19, 20]






and there is no other change. In Table. I we
compare results for the coeÆcients at  = 0:15 and  = 0:3. The changes are smaller for
3
The evolution towards the scale 
QCD
due to ultrasoft gluons can still be computed perturbatively. This
is very much like the fact that the evolution for the region 
QCD
<  < m
c
in B ! D decays can be






















matching ( = 1)  1:81 0  0:357  1:800 1:000
old results ( = :3)  1:72 0:361  0:256  2:153 1:034
new results ( = :3)  1:68 0:359  0:238  2:153 1:034
old results ( = :15)  1:51 0:616  0:043  2:423 1:046
new results ( = :15)  1:39 0:609 0:016  2:425 1:044





The old results show the coeÆcients used in Ref. [20], while the new results use the coeÆcients
from Sects. V and VI. For the rst three columns and the fourth column we use 1-loop running
for 
s
, while the last column uses 3-loop running. The coeÆcient V
(s)
s
() is unchanged from the
result in Ref. [15] and is not shown.









() are still very small (1:1%, 0:08% and 0:2%, respectively), while V
(s)
r
changes by a more
moderate amount (8%). For completeness V
(s)
k;e
is also shown, even though it is not just this
combination of coeÆcients that appears in the cross section. Since V
(s)
k;e
() has a zero near
 ' 0:15 the relative change for this value of  is quite large. A more relevant measure is
the suppression of V
(s)
k;e
at  ' 0:15 compared to at  = 1, which is observed in both results.
The eect of these changes on the cross section are discussed later in this section.
The new results for the v
0
potentials and the operators O
ki
lead to analytic changes in the
NNLL corrections to the current correlator A
1
because the corresponding matrix elements
are UV divergent and the n-dependent contributions that arise from summing the potential
indices in the operators O
ki
in dimensional regularization lead to modications of the UV-
nite terms. With dimensional regularization the full n-dependent (n = d 1) expression for












, that are needed to account for the corrections originating








































































































In deriving these equations we have included the counterterm generated by renormalizing
the J
1
current at NLL order in Eq. (56). These counterterm graphs are suÆcient to can-
cel all subdivergences. The remaining overall divergences shown in Eq. (60) are canceled
23
by counterterms for the current correlator. For comparison the term ÆG
k
from the 1=jkj
potential which was given in Ref. [20] is:
ÆG
k



























































where this expression is also renormalized in the way described above. Since the ÆG
ki
are
not proportional to ÆG
k




in Eq. (52) that appears in the cross section. The NNLL vector correlator
A
1



































































































where q^ = (
p
s   2m;0), m is the top quark pole mass, v = (
p





and the expressions for G
c
(a; v;m; ), and ÆG
Æ;r;kin






] then appears in R
v
, which is the normalized vector current induced
cross section. From analyzing Eq. (63) we see that while the coeÆcients of some functions
are proportional to V
(s)
k;e












)	(z) also appears. Therefore,
in general the eective 1=jkj potential is not suÆcient and the individual expressions for the
V
k;k1;k2
() contributions are required.
Our results for the V
(s)
j
coeÆcients also numerically aect the NNLL relation between
the 1S mass and the pole mass, which is needed to switch to the 1S mass scheme [36]. This




ground state solution of the Schrodinger equation and is
given in Eq. (46) of Ref. [20]. The modications caused by the order v
1
potentials are again






are changed. For the NNLL energy levels the




operators do not cause additional UV divergences, so the













respectively. Thus, the additional correction to the current correlator A
1




























































 = :1 0:386 1:556 1:276
 = :125 0:354 1:411 1:215







 = :1 0:235 0:900 0:788
 = :125 0:240 0:930 0:815







 = :1 0:241 0:902 0:858
 = :125 0:242 0:926 0:844
 = :275 0:245 0:960 0:845




in the 1S mass scheme. Also shown is a gure
comparing the old NNLL results from Ref. [20] (solid curves) and our new results (dashed curves)
for two values of  (red  = 0:1, and black  = 0:15). Near the peak it is easy to see that the scale
uncertainty is several times larger than the dierence between the old and new results.
where G
0
is the LL zero-distance Greens function of the Schrodinger equation given in
Eq. (34) of Ref. [20]. The formula for the heavy quarkonium spectrum for arbitrary quantum





ground state energy described above.
Next we turn to how our results numerically aect the vector-current-induced top thresh-
old cross section R
v
at NLL and NNLL order. We will see that the change is quite small
and well within the error estimate of Ref. [20]. Note that the axial-vector cross section R
a









in the 1S mass scheme as a








) = 0:118 and  
t
= 1:43 GeV,




= 5 active massless quark avors. The nu-
merical methods used to evaluate G
c
were described in Ref. [37]. We also show a g-
ure comparing our NNLL results to those in Ref. [20] for  = 0:1 and  = 0:15. The
relative deviation is quite small and essentially independent of the c.m. energy at NLL
and NNLL order. Note that this is obvious for the NLL cross section, because at this
order only the coeÆcient c
1
is aected by the new results. For
p
s = 350GeV the
relative deviation amounts to (2:2%; 1:0%; 1:0%; 0:6%; 0:3%; 0:1%) at NLL order and to
(1:5%; 0:6%; 0:2%; 0:01%; 0:1%; 0:1%) at NNLL order for  = (0:1; 0:125; 0:15; 0:2; 0:275; 0:4).






order which we estimated in Ref. [20].





up to NNLL order. The curves show the LL (dotted
glue lines), NLL (dashed green lines) and NNLL (solid red lines) cross section for  =
0:1; 0:125; 0:2 and 0:4, where at LL order lower curves correspond to larger values of . The
conclusions drawn from these results are the same as in Ref. [20]. Thus, compared to earlier
NNLO (xed order) results [38] the variation of the normalization of the NNLL cross section
with  is considerably reduced. Equally important, the sum of all NNLL corrections is about
an order of magnitude smaller than the size of the NNLO corrections [38], and agrees well
with the predictions at NLL order. This indicates that the expansion is converging.








(dashed lines), from the sum of ÆG
k;k1;k2
(dotted lines) and the sum of ÆG
Æ;r;kin;1S
25







HQ t2 Rv L !!
s=347 GeVHbL












HQ t2 Rv L !!
s=350 GeVHcL








HQ t2 Rv L !!
s=353 GeVHdL







= 175 GeV at LL (dotted lines),
NLL (dashed lines) and NNLL (solid lines) order. For each order four curves are plotted for  = 0:1,






for dierent c.m. energies. The contributions are divided into those from G
c
(dashed
lines), the sum o ÆG
k;k1;k2
(dotted line), and the sum of ÆG
Æ;r;kin;1S
(dot-dashed lines) while the




. Note that the plots have dierent scales for
the y-axes.
(dot-dashed lines) as a function of  for
p




0:15 that the -variation of the contributions from G
c
and from the sum of ÆG
k;k1;k2
cancel to a large extent, whereas the contributions from ÆG
Æ;r;kin;1S
are almost -independent.
On the other hand, for values of  < 0:15 and energies around and above the peak position
the -variation is dominated by the contributions from ÆG
k;k1;k2
, which rapidly increase





behavior of these results are in agreement with our previous results in Refs. [19, 20] and shows




lead only to small numerical changes while the essential properties remain unchanged. To
be more specic, making a conservative estimate by using the value 0:1 as the lower bound
for the velocity scaling parameter [20] to determine the remaining theoretical uncertainties









= 3% : (66)
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This agrees with our earlier estimate in Ref. [20] and is an order of magnitude smaller than
the uncertainties associated to xed order NNLO QCD computations [38]. In particular,
the conclusions that we have drawn in Ref. [20] concerning the theoretical uncertainties in
extractions of 
s
, the top Yukawa coupling and the total top width from a threshold scan at
a future linear collider remain unchanged and are comparable to the expected experimental
uncertainties [39].
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have reconsidered the renormalization group improvement of Wilson
coeÆcients in NRQCD in light of two new observations about the structure of ultrasoft
renormalization of operators.
We rst showed that the ultrasoft renormalization of operators with soft gluons can
induce through mixing operators O
(2)
2i
whose Wilson coeÆcients vanish at the matching
scale. Taking four quark matrix elements of these operators then causes a renormalization
of the spin-independent 1=m
2
potentials. Using the notation for the 1=m
2
potential in




() in QCD. Our
results are dierent from Ref. [15] where these additional operators were not included. We
also compared our results to those in the mNRQCD{pNRQCD approach in Ref. [24]. Our
results do not agree with the running of 4-quark operators in mNRQCD because we nd
that the renormalization from ultrasoft gluons is present for all scales  < m. We did nd
agreement with the pNRQCD results if we imposed a correlation between the mNRQCD{




and 1=r = m. This agreement
is encouraging, however our correlation requirement may have implications for the NRQCD




, as discussed in Sec. VII and mentioned below.
Second we performed an analysis of graphs containing mixed ultrasoft and potential loops
and gave a new procedure for subtracting divergences in these graphs. In particular we nd




displayed in Eqs. (41) and (44),
rather than the 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials. Because of this our results dier from those
in Refs. [17, 18, 21, 24]. In certain situations with nite matrix elements it is possible to
make use of eective 1=jkj and 1=k
2
potentials with modied Wilson coeÆcients. However
in general this is not the case. An example of the former are predictions for the NNLL
perturbative quarkonium energy levels, while an example of the latter are current correlators






t cross sections as discussed in Sec. VIII.
We also considered the implications of the modied running for the evolution of the
production current (Sec. VII) and for predictions for the t

t cross section at NNLL order.




for the physically motivated values  > 0:15. If we include a larger more conservative
range of scale variations then the change is still small becoming 1:5% at  = 0:1. Since
the uncertainty assigned to predictions in Ref. [20] was 3%, all analyses and conclusions
for the cross section are unchanged. In particular, there is still a large improvement in the
convergence of the perturbation theory over not summing the logarithms, and we can assign
a conservative overall uncertainty of 3% to the NNLL cross section predictions which is
much smaller than the uncertainty found at NNLO [38].





. Essentially, since ultrasoft gluons renormalize spin-independent potential operators
these potentials become sensitive to the scale 
QCD
at an earlier stage than might otherwise
27







operators (which give eects often attributed to the 1=jkj and 1=k
2




we are sensitive to non-perturbative
scales through the potentials even though the momentum transfer mv 
QCD
. This seems
problematic for perturbatively matching onto the potentials at a scale  = mv for dynamic
quarks, because at this scale the coeÆcients of the potentials are already blowing up.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF STRUCTURES FOR SIX FIELD OPERATORS
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coeÆcients can be found in Ref. [15]. We have also made use
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= 1 ;  
(0);(1)
c;
= 1 : (A2)
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APPENDIX B: FORM OF POTENTIALS IN THE SCHR

ODINGER EQUATION




are included in the Schrodinger






























































  3n + 8) f(1; 1)
i
; (B1)
while for the 1=k
2





































































In Eq. (B2) the operator O
c1









are not the d-dimensional Fourier transform of a 1=r
2
or 1=r
potential. Also note that in another regularization scheme such as with a cuto, the poten-
tials in Eqs. (B1) and (B2) would take a dierent functional form, however the momentum








terms would still dier from each other.
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